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Quilt is 69" x 84".
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Fabric Requirements
Two Jelly Rolls'M

·············

(13630JR)

Border: 20 yards (13638 17)
Binding: 3,4 yard

(13529 99)

Backing: 5 yards (pieced vertically)

La Belle Fleur is a beautiful collection
oflate 18th and eady 19th century
French floral prints was inspired by
an old quilt I found at a Cahors vide
grenier last summer. The quilt was
filled with antique prints and had a
special surprise! Another quilt, in perfect
condition, was used as the batting!
,Almost every one of the prints irr La
Belle Fleur has been salz,aged offof
the two quilts. We have designed some
simple quilts to go along with this new
collection in order to showcase these
charmingfabrics.
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Quilt is 69" x 84".

All instructions include a \4' seam allowance.
WOF- width of fabric.
Press in the direction of the arrows.
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Cutting
Binding:
8-2Yz'' x width of fabric strips
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140-Pairs

I

114-Singles 16-3 Patches 10-Rectangles

10-Squares

41h' X 6Y,'
with seams

2v,'' X 6v,''
with seams

2V,' X 6V,'
with seams

21h' X 21h'
with seams

You now have:

French
Gen e ral

I
21h" x41h"
with seams

•

(A) ColumnA: Combine 14-Pairs. Make 10 columns-4Yz'' x 84~" with seams.
Column B: Combine 1 Rectangle, 1 square, and a total of 13 Singles and
3 Patches. Make 10 columns-2Yz'' x 84~" with seams.
AB Set: Combine !-Column A and !-Column Bas shown to make a set.
Make 10-6~" x 84Yz'' with seams.

(B) Sew the 10-AB Sets together as shown.
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Quilt Construction
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Make the quilt center using the 2 Jelly Rolls'M
(a total of80-20" x width offabric strips):
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(A) Pairs: Select 48-2Yz" x WOF Jelly Roll'M strips. Sew the strips together in pairs.
to make 24 strip sets as shown. Cut a total of 140-4Yz" x 6Yz" units from the
strip sets.

(B) 3 Patches: Select 3-2~" x WOF Jelly Roll'M strips from the remaining 32 strips.
Sew the 3 strips together. Cut the strip set into 16-3 patch units.
21h' x WOF Jelly Roll~ strip

1

3 Patches
Cut 16.

21h' x WOF Jelly Roll~ strip

21h' x61h'

f---------1

with seams

21h' x WOF Jelly Roll~ strip

2v,''

(C) Singles: Select 19-2Yz" x WOF Jelly Roll'M strips from the remaining 29 strips.
From each of the strips, cut 6-2Yz" x 6Yz'' rectangles for a total of 114.
(D) Squares & Rectangles: From the remaining 10-2~" x width of fabric Jelly Roll'M
strips, cut an assortment 10-2Yz" x 2Yz" squares and 10-2Yz" x 4Yz rectangles.
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The two Borders are cut the length of the fabric, parallel to the selvage,
84Yz" long. Choose the border stripe that you would like to feature, and cut
the borders at least ~" wider than the printed section. We cut ours about 5~"
wide. You should also have plenty of fabric if you want to add a Border to the
top and bottom of the quilt, depending on the stripe your choose.
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Sew the 8-2~" Binding strips together end to end using a diagonal seam.
Layer, quilt and bind. ENJOY!

